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ElectiOn Continues"
Despite· Challenge
.

.

By Ruth S. Intress
The ASUNM . Student Court
' announced late Sunday that they
will not take action to delay or
postpone the ASUNM election
scheduled for this Wednesday.
Todd Pink~ acting chief justice of
the student court, said·that while
challenge has been made to a
campaigp rulirig by the ASUNM
Elections Commission, there will be
· no move by the court to change the
election date as had been an· nounced by Pink earlier Sunday.
Th
· e challenge centers around
ASUNM Sen · Davt'd RuPP •s prot est
on an ASUNM Elections Commission's decision to allow students
and student organizations to give
up to IS donations to candidates
...
_
t;;,,
running forASUNM positions.
p· k 'd d ·
ASU · pltche~ Darell .Jackson attempts to pick ott
. 10 .sat·· a ectsion in the_ case
UNM's Mike Delmonico during the second ·gairn{of the· • "· ·wtllbe made today~ . . . ··
.. d_oub,ffiheader a·galn•t . ASU. ~The l.obos. swept the
Pi~k said, "~~use. of the .far·doubleheader, B teat unprecedented in Lobo history.
~eachmg c?nsttt~tJonal questions
See· page B totdetalls
mvolved. wtth thts case, we need
. ·, _;
•
extra ttme to make sure our
·
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decision is comprehensive enough
so that all possible loop-holes are
eliminated."
Pink said that an early consideration by the court had been to
postpone the election till Friday but
the final decision by the court was
to let the election run on the
scheduled.date.
Rupp's challenge is based on a set
of guidelines the Elections Commission had laid out last week
stating that ASUNM members
(those students who paid their $12
activity fee) and chartered
organizations of UNM could
subsidize candidates' spending
allowances for the campaign by
individual}
·
f
'y paymg
or endorsement advertisements in either
the LOBO or KUNM.
Under pres.ent ASUNM laws,
candidates can spend up tQ $25 for
senatorial races, SSO .for vice
presidential and $75 for presidential
races.

.

Until the court makes its
students
and
decision,
organizations have been temporariiy prohibited by the court
from spending money on ASUNM
candidates.
The Elections Commission has
said that campaign posters that do
not state who purchased them, will
be confiscated.

'I

In a full court hearing last
Friday, Rupp said since student
government is an educational
experience, elections should be
based on hard w. or. k. and. merit
rather than on money·.
"The . guidelines established by
the commission allowing individuals to buy endorsement
d
a vertisements is open to abuse. A·
candidate could easily transfer
money to friends, therefore making
the person with the biggest payroll
win;'' Rupp said.
Former ASUNM Sen. Les
Marshall, acting defender for the
Elections Commission, argued, 01 It
is a student's right to endorse

_Crime. $toppers _;nlists. Supp~rt . ~~~~~~~.:~1:~~:~.:~

By Mar1a Zann.es. ·
· .
The telephone number is 842-8000. It belongs to All:>uquerque's Crime
Stoppers.
·After just seven months ofCrimeStopper operation and 23 arrests, 124
crime files have be~n•. '.cle!P'ed' by the Albuquerque Police Department as a
· direct ·resw.trpi.the··pto&r~,..said Greg MacAleese, 29, the coordinator·of
Crime Stoppers .. He identifies cases .as 'cl_eared' whe~ arrests are ma(Je.
So .far, 13' indictments have resulted in five convictions. Eight actions
are pending in the courts. More than $228,000 worth of stolen property
has"beeli recovered. ·
·
·
A .series of calls to Crime Stoppers has resulted in two ·men being
charged in connection with 4S auto thefts. MacAleese said information is.
being reJ)orted daily linking the two men to additional auto thefts.
Crime Stoppers pays citizens for information leading to the indictment
of offenders. Each week an ,unsolved crime is described in the·
Albuquerque Tribune. The "Crime ~f the Week'' is re-enacted or·.
.described on the city's three commercial television stations. Five local
:radio stations also broadcast the data.
.MacAlee~ c~eated the pr~gram in September, 197~, with the help of his
Wife, Jo. Ftve m~nths e~b!r, MacAJeese was working on a case .of tw~ \
·burglars who, ev1dence mdicated, had beaten elderly people dunng the
commission of theuime. An eye witness was afraid to testify and the case
again'st the tWO men seemed doomed. .•

Life.With
.
Picasso
Reca.ll·ed·

'It was parttcularly frustratmg. 1 told Jo that people wtll take the mformation to their graves. I honestly felt that, without public support, we
(the police department) would just cease to function," said MacAleese.
A conviction Was obtained without the witness's testimony, but
MacAleese d~ided soon after that a program should be created to en·courage·J)OOple to inform palice anonymously-and with rewards.
APD' s .police chiefs approved .the idea provided that all financing coJDe
from the citizens and not from the city. The.program was given the name
"Crime Stoppers."
At first, MacAleese encountered .reluctance of citizens' groups to donate
?,lon~y. "I had so many doors slammed in my face," recounts MacAleese,
unttl Jo donated the first $100 for the program. Then I could go to
people and say, 'My wife believes in this program so much that she is
willing to donate her money.' ''
Donations from Albuquerque citizens trickled in slowly. When
MacAleese had $9000, the first "Crime of the Week" went on the air. A
direct telephone line was installed in the police department.
The first call resulted in the indictment of a rapist who had terrorized
women iri the. PB!king lot oJ·a major shopping center ~or several months.
.~hem~ was m~cted on HI c,ounts of ra.~ an~ abduct~on. The court case
ts ~nding. The mformant satd· he. was glVlng mformatton because,_he was
worried that the rapist would eventually attack the caller's wife.
· . .
(Continued on page 10)

By Martha Booth
the influence of a highly intelligent
She has shared her life with two and demanding father who insisted
of the most important men of our that she face all tasks fearlessly. "If
time,--Pablo Picasso, and her I had been brought up being ·
present husband, Dr. Jonas Salk, pampered," she said, "then maybe
who discovered the polio vaccine.
the experience with Picasso would.
She isthe mother of three have been over-powering."
children, two of whom are . But'while this training enabled
Picasso's .. She has established for her to share a ·relationship wt1h
herself a notable career in art, him, ,it may also have brought ,
having been this pait month a guest about its end. "As soon as someone
, artist at the Tamarind Institute, wanted to exert authority over nte, I
With a current exhibition c)f her said, 'No.' Once. That was it. But
paintings now at the Museu111 of . never again.
Albuquerque. Yet Francoise Gilot
"I think maybe the reason things
appears to be remarkably unim- broke with Pablo, was because he
. was· 40 years older ~hail myself, and
pressed by her own importance.
'rhe precocious 16-year-old . he th~ug?} he rru~ht e~ert so~e.
daughter of a well-to-do French authonty. But ~er reactton to h1s
businessman, Gilot was studying at ~emands, she satd, ~~ ~? become
ab~olutelr antag?msttc. . ..
the Sorbonne for degrees in English
and law when she defied her father .· Gdot satd she IS a femtmst, but
and quit schoolto study art.
that she believe~. women alrea~y
Francoise Gilot
·
·
have the freedom to make of thetr
At 21, she was already a lives what they will. One impOrtant
dedicated artist when she niet way a woman c~ expr~ss herself as world· doesn't need anymore
Picasso.: Three years later she went. · a person, she said, is through h~r people. If a woman wants t~o
to live with him. The 10 years work. "Nobody asks whether a children, or at the most three, wtth
following are· vividly recounted in man ~an have a (amily when he has the help of day-care centers she can
her memoirs, Life With Picasso, · a profession. If 1 were to ask such a have a profession as well, she
· published in 1964.
' ·
question, she said,. people would added.
In her early fifties now, Gilot
.In an ·intervieW; Gilot talked say I am crazy.
If you· want to. have a . family said she feels no resentment or fear
about her life. and Iier attitude
tC>Watd it.
today, Gilot said, it is your duty to at growing older. "Even when I was
She was raised, she said, under make. it a small one, because the 12 years old," she said; ''I was

infringing on his rights!'
Mark Lamborn, Elections
Commission chairman, said, "The·
guidelines were established so that
we could put a limit on wild
spending, but still allow people to
express their support for a candidate."
ASUNM. Att. Gen. Yolanda
Tryon said, "In last semester's
election, some. people got money
from off-campus sources and this
. gave them an advantage' over the
majority of candidates. That is why
the $15 limit was placed on
ASUNM members so that students
would still have th; right to endorse
a candidate. ••
Rupp, argued that a ~tudent can
make his endorsements through
open;;form letters in the LOBO or
on KUNM. ;'This makes everyone
as equal as possible,"
thinking about death and things
like that. Its something I adjusted
myself to when I was very young."

To understand the inevitability of
human so!iiude in life is to become
Jess fearful o'f growing older and of
death, .Gilot said. ''I believe the
human being has to be able to bear
and accept solitude as a basic fact.
·Even the people who love us or like
us best sometimes don't understand
us at all."
Sometimes we expect too much
from the other person iti .a friendship, she said. "Everi if that
person is extremely sensitive, he
would never be sensitive to some of
the things which interest you most.
The people who love us. or like us
best sometimes don't understand us
at all .. Therefore, we have to be ~ble
to bear our solitude."
It should be a "great happiness
and a marvelous pleasure;• she
added, "when we can share a few
things with others."
.
Gilot said that for her, the ego is
not vl:rf · interesting. Any other
hurp,an being, she said, is just as
interesting to rrie as I am to myself.
''The reason I cultivate myself is to
try to understand the human
condition."
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Free Food·Stamp Bill

.\llcornlLL!) ,~ .

Officials Predict Suc.cess
0"

W ASHINOTON (UP I)-An Congress last week, there would be
administration official predicts no purchase. An eligible family
Congress will approve President simply would be given the bonus
g Carter's proposal to dole out free stamps.
For example, some families of
food stamps even though the
four
now buy $100 worth of stamps
8 Democratic
Party's
top
';;( congressional farm spokesmen monthly with their own ~ash 11nd
get another $66 worth of stamps
:1a oppose it.
Under existing law, a family free. Under Carter's plan, .the
~ eligible for food stamps must buy family could get tbe $66 worth of
some for cash before it can receive stamps gratis, witb no IJIIalifying
~ an additional allocation of free purchase.
Administration experts say ·about
~ "bonus's stamps.
7
million
of the current 17,3 million
~
Under the proposal Carter sent

:§

q

Z

LDBDGRILL
Breakfast
with~ollee

His comments were mild compared to those of Senate
Agriculture Committee Chairman
Herman Talmadge, D-Oa.

79~

Laaa PHARMACY
We Serve All Your Needs? am- Midnight

243-5601

Yale & Central

Announcing A New Novel
'

.

FROM

VIKING Pless
fl£LU1$E ll1'TE

food stamp beneficiaries would get
smaller bon11ses than they now
receive or wo11ld be dropped from
the program. Others would get
unchanged or .increased bonuses,
and nearly 3 milljon !!dditional
people might enter the program.
As~istant Agriculture Secretary
Carol Foreman gid 'she think~.
"We'll get a food stamp bill."
Administration officials are not
.seriously considering congressional
proposals to operate a pilot> test of
the no-purchase plan ·'before
adopting it nationwide, she said,
despite opposition to the Carter
plan from two powerful committee
chairmen.
One is Thomas Foley, D-Wash.,
chairman of the House Agriculture
' Committee, who said in an interview: "I'm not persuaded this
should be done without a stu4y and
demonstration project first.

A~M. I~

"Free food stamps is not reform
of the program," he told a hearing.
"It is destruction of the program.
''By simply issuing the amount of
bonus va.lue in free food stamps,
elimination of the purchase
requirement makes a mockecy of
the food stamp program's
nutritional purpose."
. He said the program is designed
to make sure an eligible family has
an adequate diet: The family's
purchased stamps plus the bonus
stamps add up to enough to provide
a nutritional diet, and all benefits
can be spent only on food.
If the purchased stamps are
dropped, Talmadge said, there is no
assurance the cash saved will not be
switched to other family bills.

New Mexico
AVAILABLE AT

BY
LESLIE MARMON SILKO

Li\ling Batch
Book-'
2406 CENTRAL SE
(across Irom UNM)
ALBUQUEBOUE, NM S7106

On Tuesday, Aprll12; At 3:00pm, The Living Batch
Bookstore, 2406 Central SE {No Phone). Will Host A
Party Honoring Leslie Marman Silko On The Occassion
.
Of Her Publishing, CEREMONY, A Novel

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 81
No.129
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque,N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202.
The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Monday thrCJugh Friday every regula~ week
of the University year and weekly dUrmg the
summer session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Mexico,
and is not financially associated with UNM.
Second class postage paid at Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is
$10.00 for the academic year.
The opin{ons expressed on the edit-orial
-pages of The Dallr Lobo are those
the
author solely. Unsigned opinion. is that of the
editorial board of The Daily Lobo. Nothin!f
printed in The Daily Lobo necessarily
represents the views of the University o(New
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With most sandals and shoes you need a close fit so
your foot won't slip i'II'OUnd
But with Birkenstocks, you keep the straps loose, so
your feet can move comfortably. Yet they won't slip around
., · or fall off. The cork innersole is molded to fit your feet
It feels like walking on a smooth beach.
. If you need more convincing, ask someone who wears
them. Then come see us and try on a footprint .of vour own.

Special: Bring this ad for 2()% Off
your Birkenstock purchase until
..
April23

Earth
Shoe
Coronado Center
293-6530

1/4 pounder

By United Press lnternationiJI

regular 85c 10c more for cheese
With COU..Q.On
.

Trawler Seizures Ordered

EXPIRES SUN., APRIL

CALHOUN, Ga.-President Carter said Sunday he .had informed
the SoviefEmbassy the United States will no longer contmue to release
Russian trawlers violating fishing rules within the new U.S. 200-mile
.
limit.
Carter said he ordered the seizure of a Soviet trawler off New
E~gland late Saturday, because "We had to draw .the line somewhere"
on violations of the new fishing limits."

By The Slice
By.ThePan
an:~~w· iches • Spaghetti
we'll have it ready!
Central SE - 843-9750

TEL AVIV, Israel-Defense Minister Shimon Peres won overwhelming endorsement from his ruling Labor Party Sunday as its
candidate for prime minister. He immediately assured the United
States he is serious about peace with the Arabs.
''Inspite of the personal changes that took place in the major party
of this country, there won't be any substantial changes in the policy of
Israel" if he is elected in the May 17 nat~onaL balloting, Peres told
reporters.

Spanish Reds Celebrate

(

1:'7, '77

s1oo OFF Large

·' With This Coupon
Expires April16 One Coupon Per Customer

lc

I

MADRID, Spain-Communists opened scores of part~ offi~es
around Spain Sunday and celebrated the end of 38 years of Illegality
and repression with horn-honking, flag-waving motorcades and
neighborhood fiestas.
"We are going to participate with full deterinination 'and
responsibility in the (June) election in order to win them for
democracy," party leaders said.

.
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SALE

Expires
Apri/13

Buy Any 1 Sandwich Get a 2nd
of Equal Value For Just lc

••!!!=from

with coupon (excluding Crown, Inflation, and Health Spa)

Y•I•P"k
2216 Central S.E.-265-5986

Bank Account Was 'Improper'

Coupon Valid 2pm·closing
· We now carry fresh orange juice and lemonade

TEL AVIV, Israel-The wife of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin said
in interviews published Sunday that she and her husband were aware
of "something improper" by holding a bank account in the United
States.
Disclosure of the illegal $18,000 account at the National Bank of
Washington led to Rabin's resignation and withdrawal as candidate
for prime minister in the May 17 elections Thursday.

Mr. Steak

Baby Buggies Bump

1400 San Pedro NE

NEW YORK-While well-dressed New Yorkers strolled up Fifth
Avenue Sunday in the annual Easter parade, 35 bartenders frantically
pushed baby carriages containing barmaids down Second A venue in a
race for roundtrip tickets to Ireland.
The 70 contestants, each pair representing a bar in the New York
area, were participating in the first "Baby Carriage Derby," spon. sored by Manhattan's Green Derby and John Barleycorn'bars.

268-7895
)

·,
'

8524/ndian School NE
3920 Central SE
6301 Menoul NE

France Rushes Aid to Zaire
PARIS-France announced Sunday its military transport planes are
rushing Moroccan war equipment into Zaire to help government
soldiers and an expeditionary force of Moroccan troops fight a rebel
invasion.
An Elysee Presidential Palace statement said France agreed to
provide the military transport to Zaire and Morocco at their request.

69c
um

/sraers Peres Wins Supp'Ort

Alfie 1f.t9

Order

;!

offer good af all three Alfie's locations

')

)
)

!
\

)

2 Piece£ of Fi$h, French Frie£, ond Crunchie$
Expire$ Apr1117, 1977

~

'76 Tax J:l.efunds Plentiful
W ASHINOTON-The IRS says Americans are getting record high
income tax refunds this year-an average $448 so far-and more are
checking off a buck or two for presidential campaign funds than did
last year.
But taxpayers also are making a lot more mistakes· in filling out
their 1976 returns-especially the so-called short form, I 040A.

Saccharin Study Sweetened

BIRKENSTOCKS®DON'T RT LIKE
SHOES. THEY DON'T FIT LIKE SANDALS.
THEY FIT LIKE FOOTPRINTS.

I

BALTIMORE-A study released by Johns Hopkins University says
the consumption of saccharin has no "significant effect" on the
'
developmertt of bladder cancer.
Dr. Irving I. Kessler, director of the research gtoup in~estigating the
effects of saccharin, said that on the basis of a study of 1803 persons
who used varying amounts of the artificial sweetener, no evidence of a
direct relationship between saccharin consumption and bladder cancer
could be found,

10°/o Off every Wednesday
for all UNM Students with I D's
91;~~~·~of ten and one pe. r.sone. atSofr~e· .
o~:.y~:l':,v·!c•
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mMonday
.
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The New
Lucky's Pizza

Students
$1.25
Every
Mon.&

Home of tl:ie Original Handmade Pizza
...--~__...._ 4513 Central NE 256-9953

Tues.

The Marx Brothers In

Giant
rger
Get One Free With This Ad

"Duck Soup" &
"The Cocoa nuts"
Duck soup 7:45 Only
SuNSHINE THEAJRE Cocoanuts
9:00 Only

Featuring Quality Food
and Speedy Service
8516 Central (nearw1...s.,l255-6130

CENTRAL AT 2nd • 242-9741 • ACRES OF PARKING·

•

Home Of The Sack Lunch Special
I
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The Good & Bad

Q)

Editor:

2:

As I pointed out in a letter written
long ago, stereotyping is a cheap
shot to emotionally bias an
argument in one's favor. If Mr. Bertold.has a case, why cfoesn't he let
it stand on hs own merits?

z

We've been noticing all year that'the ASUNM Senate shows signs of
dropping its circus image, This pleases us greatly.
..£
The Senate dealt with the budget referendum in a more respqnsible
.., manner this year. It began working on the budget on the Senate floor
~0 three weeks ahead of the Spring General Election. It spent three meetings
a.. dealing with the budget: two Wednesday nights and one Thursday for six
hours. It had completed budget matters before the last Senate meeting
and was able to deal with other matters during that meeting.
While it is arguable as to whether its actions in dealing with the budget
were the best actions to be taken, we still must compliment the Senate on
its timetable for dealing with the budget.
We would like to commend George Coston for being an excellent
Senator. We commend Sen. David Rupp for sticking to his guns and not
being swayed by emotionalizing, We commend ASUNM Vice President
Dorothy Davidson for doing more than just dabbling in Sen~te polit.ic~.
There is, however, a blight in student government. Th1s year 1t IS the
Student Court which is that blight. Several of the court justices have not
been able to resolve a complaint by Sen. Rupp. They decided that because
of this problem (see page one story by Ruth lntress) the election should be
postponed until Friday. Friday. is not considered a good day for election,
especially when the weather is good, because students tend to skip
A feature photo, by Wendell Hunt, of James Pogue
classes on Fridays.
The court's final, we think, word on the matter is that the election will go
on as scheduled, this Wednesday.
This kind of indecisive action by the court is damaging. It hurts the
voters, it hurts the candidates and it hurts the imaj:Je of Student Government.
Editor:
sure he could make a meaningful addition to your
Out of all this we see a change in the center ring of ASUNM. Exit the
You are to be congratulated on the front page of
He seems very sincere, has obvious good looks
staff.
Senate; enter the Student Court.
today's issue (April 4), not only for the well deserved
and genuine appeal evident in the photo, but most imcommentary about Dr. Medford who is leaving, but
portant, he has his eyes open.
for the promise of new talent arriving.
May I encourage you to give all possible help to Mr.
G.M. Hansen
James Pogue who may be aspiring to journalism. I'm
A
Regular
Reader
I have one week left as editor-in-chief of the LOBO, which means inversely that I have been editor of the LOBO for 51 weeks.
Throughout my term I have received letters to the editor addressed
"Dear Sir." This does not greatly surprise me when these letters are from Editor:
Dear Mr. Adams: Re your letter require any additional funds as all
writers who do not read the LOBO. It surprises me when the letters are
ment chairman, the faculty advisor,
of April 5 concerning the un- courses in the program are the faculty, or the students who
from University students. The LOBO has had women editors before.
What's wrong with those offenders? I can only conclude, optimistically, dergraduate degree program in necessary for other music degree would be directly affected by this
programs. Thus, the jtJstifiability of decision. When asked why he had
that the writers do not realize that this is 1977. In this day and age one ex- music history and literature:
First
of
all,
we
must
point
out
the program should not concern
pects people to realize that women are not second-class citizens.
not consulted the faculty, acting
I have come to appreciate the letters addressed "Dear Person," "Dear that the undergraduate degree the Board of Educational Finance
Dean McRae stated that there was
program in music history does not (BEF), but rather, the students and
People," "To Whom It May Concern," "Editor" or simply "Hello."
no time to discuss the matter. Yet,
uuu , .. ,..,, ru•n•nmnrrn•nnmr•mnu rnnmnru••n••nu u•••mn•n, Letter 5 •••n•nr•m•nnunmm•umm•n•nm n•nnnrmmn•n•nnn•nm• the faculty of the music depart- acting Dean McRae further adment. The petition which you
mitted that he and acting Chairman
received was signed by 108 music
Dr. John Batcheller had knowledge
students. We maintain that interest of this decision as early as the end
in this degree is self-evident.
of fall semester 1976. Something is
The data referred to in your letter amiss if the Dean of the College of
Editor:
vised the program and Chris, Tom creative experience for my son,
with respect to the undergraduate Fine Arts cannot or does not comI offer my thanks to the Williams, and George O'Neil coor- John, and the other children who
major in music history is in error. municate such a decision in three
organizers of the on-campus day- dinated it.
took part. Each day the children
We, personally, have knowledge of months' time.
care for elementary children during
The project provided a welcome had · a variety of activities from
their Easter-week vacation. Chris service to student-parents and the which to choose. These activities at least 10 ( 10) students enrolled in
In reference to your criteria for
Carson, Blythe Lifton, Carol
children. More important, it consisted of swimming, skating, the program at present. Contrary to
your data, at least four persons justifying academic programs, it
Wright, and Mary Domina super- provided an interesting and crafts, cooking, bicycling, and field
on campus. The adult super- have graduated in music history in must be pointed out that most
by Garry Trudeau trips
DOONESBURY
visors planoed the. activities ac- the last five years. Yet, as noted by other music degree programs do
The
cording to the wishes of the the recent ad hoc committee that not meet your criteria.
decision,
in
other
words,
was
reviewed
the
master's
degree
children. The calm and positive atY!iS, MR. OEI.AaJURT,
titudes
of the supervisors added to programs in music history and arbitrary.
600{)/>'KFNING! I'M
6~ I'M
the
value
of the children's ex- music education, the quality of and
AF!<AIO Iil1 CAUJNG .SOR!l.Y
We resent your implication that
subsequent interest in the music
periences.
70 REGI?ff!RR 7l:WI6IIT5 7lJ 11/fAR
our
concerns are emotional and,
history program has increased over
HUMAN/?IGffl5 Ali!ARPS 71£47;
Again, thank you Chris, Blythe,
thereby,
invalid. On the contrary,
8ANQU5T.. ~
/
5/R.
Mary, Carol, Tom, and George. My the last three years.
our
concerns
are most realistic, for
We resent the fact that, to this
son came home each day eager to
the
reasons
discussed
above. Furtalk about his day and looking for- date, we (as music history majors) ther, this situation generates
have not been officially notified of
ward to the next.
the decision. This is indicative of enough concern in itself, without
any connection with the case of Dr.
Theresa L. Kreideweis the administration's lack of con- Patrick, and the petition signed by
cern for the students' interests and
the students makes no mention of
welfare.
the
decision not to re-appoint Dr.
The Faculty Handbook states
Patrick.
that all curriculum matters should
be dealt with in each individual
Ann T. LaBerge
Zon Eastes
department. Acting Dean McRae
Letters to the editor •••
Terri Reck
Letters to the editor should admitted that he canceled the
fl!tU.., I HAVGTOrtY
degree
program
single-handedlv.
Nancy
Andrew
be no longer than 250 words,
7lJ SOME:. SIW ffii<!Y
He
made
no
attempt
to
let
his
Art
Shein
berg
typewritten
and
double
IN 13SJi!IA1) 70PAY.. #(J{ATAU,
decision
be
known
to
the
departColleen
Shein
berg
I MMN,
liS ti/01/L./J
spaced.
I H()f1{?71//5/AkJN'T Ml?. .MffJASI'P FC/i/.. J/JST
tile Att..,
CAt/Se '101/700 MIJQ{ 5~ NOT
Sender's name, address and
"TeRRIBt.EIF
SIR.
INCONVIiNieNce..
AT AU../
IVG NON .. '\
phone nuinber must he in- Editor:
z;..,
I
cluded with the letter or it
Rodger Parks ought to realize that human sexuality is not a question of
will not be considered for "sin"; it is, rather, one that deals with the capacity of one person to love
ppblication. Names will be another.
If we accept our sexuality as natural and the range of possible sexual opwithheld only by agreementtions
as normal, if we see physical lovemaking as one of many ways to exwith the editor, in per!IOa.
press
our human capacity to care for other people, it will not and should
If a letter is frOIIJ a group,
please. include a n~; pb,!)Jle not matter whether we love someone of the opposite sex, or of our own.
We won't need holier-than-thou labels to justify our choices. We won't be
number .and address of a
afraid of our friends' sexual overtures, or mind their refusing ours, if they
group member.
are really our friends.
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Regular Reader Offers Irregular Comment

Editor Notes

Editor:
Two items concerning PIRG
nave come to our attention. Since
our six pack of tails is at stake, we
.feel
we must comment,
ball park. If history proves me
wrong, I will ohave exercised my
First, the senate has decided to
freedom to dissent, and will
reword
the PI RG referendum in
gracefully and freely accept the
such
a
way that the PIRG two
new state of affairs (no pun indollars
might
go to ASUNM if PIRG
tended). I will retain my right not to
Is
voted
down.
This would mean no
participate, of course.
refunds, no six packs, and more
Roger Parks taxes extracted from the students.
Our two dollars would then QO to

Parks Exercises Freedom To Dissent
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Slumber Party ~ember
Recommends Self-Check
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Students Respond to Clinton Adams

It is unfortunate that many have
assumed that I am making
homosexuality the issue. It is only
an issue. I have no desire to deny
Mr. Hollinsworth his 'civil rights. I
simply disagree that sexual
preference is a civil right. A personal right, certainly. The
legislation which Ms. Bryant supported opposed establishing sexual
,preference as a civil right. This is a
far cry from the allusions to the
inquisition, crusades, etc. ad
nauseam made by Mr. Berthold ..
~merica is currently in a state of
moral flux. I believe that the Bible is
a reliable moral base from which to
resolve moral issues. Many obviously disagree. If "my side" loses,
J personally will concede the point
gracefully. I have no axes to grind. I
believe that sexual immorality is
destructive to society and to the individual. There is a world of difference between admonition and
condemnation. As those among
you who are literate may have observed, I was condemning no one
in my letter. I was rather pointing
the way to a source of grace,
forgiveness and love which I have
availed myself and simply bear witness to.

For the record, I do not favor

repressive legislation or repressive
attitides. I do not find it easy, but I
find it possible to love those who
disagree with me. (Some of you
should try it). My position is against
legislation which would set the
precedent of sexual preference
becoming a civil right. I do not
believe that it is even in the same

UNM Dorm Residents Ask Consideration
Editor;
Last year if you will remember
the Housing Committee ramrodded
through a measure separating the
Men and Women Residents of formerly COED Hokona Hall into different wings of the building for
"security" reasons. Now the
Housing Committee (with an Administration majority) has voted to
further disturb the social conditions
of Hokona Hall by making the top
two floors of Zuni Wing (presently
the Women's Wing) all male floors
to accommodate the increasing
numbers of male residents.
We the present and former
residents of Hokona strongly
protest the Housing Committee's
.decision or the alternate proposals
of changing presently all female
Santa Clara Dorm to an all male
facility. The Housing Committee
voted 10-3 to change Hokona's
present distribution to the
aforementioned (mis) balance. The
Coronado Dorm Representative
voted to accept the Housing Committee's proposal because his
dorm's distribution had just been
changed also.
Tho basement of' Coronado
Dorm formerly occupied by male
residents would be changed to

guest rooms and the extra male
residents moved to Hokona. The
Santa Clara representative voted to
accept the Hokona resolution
because the alternate proposal
would turn her dorm into an all
male dorm. Two of the Student
representatives were not present
for the meeting. The Housing Committee has 9 administration members and 6 student members.
Last year a survey of Hokona
residents showed that a majority of
those st4dents planning to return
to Hokona would not if the
separation of males and females into different wings became a reality.
Some of the present residents of
Hokona would dearly love to see
Hokona Hall return to a COED, environment, as would almost all of
the former residents.
We the present and former
residents of Hokona Hall ask the
Housing Committee to please
reconsider their decision,and open
the question for more discussion.
We contend the financial reasons
given for changes are no~. totally
valid. We would also hke to
propose the idea of reinstating
Hokona Dorm back to a COED environment with random room
assignment.
•
We ask fair consideration of the

question and comments on our
suggestions.
Kent Ghahremani
ASUNM Senator
Hokona Rep. and RHSA Rep, '7576
Michele Orris
Hokona Hall Dorm President
Spring '77
Carol Sumpter
Hokona Hall Vice Presidenr'75-'76
Rick Gomez
Hokona Hall Vice President Spring
77
Stan Rosenberg
2nd Zuni Floor Rep, '75-'76
Jaima Jackson
RHSA Rep. for Hokona Spring '77
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the political twinkles, period. We ;.-.
might as well flush the money n·
0
down the toilet. Certainly It would t:;j
be the last the average stl!dent
would see of it.
Our position is that PI RG funding r
and an increase in student activity
fees are two separate issues. We 0
think they should be presented to
the students as such, as two
2:
referendums, not one. If it comes
down to a choice between two
dollars (refundable) to PIRG, or two 0.0
dollars down the tubes to ASUNM, .....
.....
we will choose and work for PIRG.
Second, a disciple of PIRG has
told us that our letter presented
certain information as "fact" that
was in fact "opinion." We were
floored. We checked the letter
again and found it was on the
editorial page as intended and was
not on the "World News" page
where the presu·med "facts" are
usually found. As we define
editorials, they are always opinion
aod only incidentally facts.
We spoke about this matter with
The Source and will stand by our
opinion. We do not feel any need to
clear our opinion. We do not feel
any need to clear our "facts" with
anyone other than The Source, certainly not with PIRG. We do
welcome any corrections or other
opinions. We also recommend that
the students check things out
themselves, make up their own
"facts". What is a fact anyway if
not a generally held opinion?
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Kenneth Kietzke
Poorly Paid Political Fact Finder
Slumber Party

Alex McFarland
Eric L. Lucero
RHSA Vice President
Mary Johnson
Concerned Hokona Resident
Kip Morrison
Hokona Hall Secretary Fall '76
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Mother Lauds Vacation Day-Care Program

ASUNM PEC

Presents

PRESENTS IN CONCERT
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Please Follow
Letter Policy

Capacity To Love Another
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Meetings No Secret

Coming to Popejo_y Sundo._y

Perspective

Editor:
•
Regarding the letter on Apr. 8 about "restrictive" endorsement
meetings, evidently Mr. Kasik does not know much about the Residence
Halls Students Association.
RHSA does not restrict anyone from attending its meetings, and, in
fact, encourages students from the. whole campus to attend its meetings.
The endorsement meetings held by RHSA were not secret, and students
were encouraged to come and ask questions to the candidates. Students
who came to the endorsements saw an informal gathering of people who "
were not <!pathetic. The candidates spoke to the students, who in turn
Opinion by M. Rudd and RJ Laino
asked questions. Very simple. Nothing restrictive. Nothing secret. Nothing
It
should
be clear by now that the illness affecting
sinister.
'
.
The students had their chance to hear the candidates, and since the our academic community is lodged not in the flesh of
elections are not until Wednesday, it is still not too late to talk to the can- the stuctent body, but in the core of its central nervous
system, the administration. The disease is not undidates. I suggest Mr. Kasik try to do so.
Tomas Soto pommon: it appears wherever any one cell of a body
becomes only self-serving. In this case, it is the central
nervous system itself that has lost touch: the flesh
knows only too well how much it suffers from the
fever. But, just as a person under sedation feels no
pain, the system upon which our community depends
has become deadened to all around it.
Time and again the students are blamed for the
third-rate academic standing of the University when,
in fact, the fault lies in the frivolous and pathetic
mismanaging of financial and human resources. The
record of the Board of Regents clearly indicates a
profound a.nd complete ignorance of what constitutes
"quality education." Instead of purchasing badly
needed library materials, the "brains in charge" chose
rather to provide a home for wayward ducks.
In like manner, they make a regular practice of curtailing curriculum programs while authorizing such unduly l<lVish "imprqvements" as the renovation of Mr.
Davis' house and the construction of an often-empty,
multi-million dollar press box. Such extravagances

University .Administration 'Diseased'
can hardly be tolerated in view of the deplorable
academic environment that prevails.
No rational being can help but suspect the administration of consciously suppressing ~he collective
intellect of the student body. The cases of Mann,
Ehrenberg, and Patrick illustrate the administration's
determination to c'ontrol the very substance of what
every student is taught. The administration has denied
tenure to those educators not on the basis of the
· technicalities cited, but for political and ideological differences. Obviously, these professors knew
something that the administration feels the students
lack the intelligence to comprehend "correctly," As
students, we ar(! but pawns in the age-old gradequota game played by the administration and faculty.
We can no longer allow the Board of Regents to
shirk its primary responsibility, which is not to the
state legislature or the corporate heads, but to the
students for whom the University· presumably exists.
We came here to be educated, not indoctrinated. We
demand honesty, integrity, and dedication to the pursuit of knowledge from the administration, faculty,
and students alike.
Social Democratic Party
M. Rudd
R.J. Laino

Bible More Than 'Substitute'
A.S.U.N.M.
Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents

An Evening With

Saturday, April30, 8:00p.m.
POPEJOY HALL
$6.50 $6.00
Tickets available at: Popejoy Hall Box Office
and Sub .Box O(fice; Dlllards in Win rock
Center; both L.P: Goodbuy; both General
Stores; Record World In Montgomery Plaza;
The'People's Choice if) Rio Rancho; Candy
Man in Santa Fe.
For Information:

277-3711

Rural Clinical Experience
National Chicano Health
Organization
New Mexico Clinical
Education
PrQgram

Editor:
In response to Jennifer Burns'
accusation of 5 April 1977 that the
Bible could be a "mind substitute "
I would care to reply. The k~y
statement made in her letter is ", .. it
does contain a lot of wisdom."
(This would indicate that she
doesn't believe it to be more than
any book of fiction.) True, it is full
of wisdom, but what it contains is
also the teachings and direction of
God. God hasn't changed in only
2000 years, and his ways haven't
likely chan!led either.

Points for Self-Righteous

Editor:
Points for self-righteous si_nner
Parks to ponder:
· "You shall love your neighbor as
yourself." ((Matthew 23:39) Sifiner
Parks, where is the footnote to your
God's second greatest commandment which urges castigation
of your neighbor? .
"If you want to avoid judgement,
stop passing judgement. Your verdict on others will be the verdict
The Bible has been around for passed on you." (Matthew 7:12)
some
time,
but
so
has Sinner Parks, have you never read
homosexuality. There are records this in your Bible?
found that attest to it, but most
"Little is forgiven the one whose
have been dug from the ruins of love is small." (Luke 7;47) Sinner
fallen civiliz;Jtions. Decadence and Parks, do you suppose that your
immorality have caused the love needs nurturing so it may
destruction of more cities than has blossom? But before you fertilize
the word of God!
do some weeding, for selfThose that believe in the Bible righteousness is a weed in your
also strive to live in accordance God's garden.
"I have come to call sinners, not
with its teachings, and they find
the
self-righteous.'' (Mark 2:17)
enormous
satisfaction
and
are you perhaps so proud of
Parks,
fulfillment in doing so. Those that
reperitance
that you have slipyour
choose to oppose 1he word of God
ped
over
the
border into selffind it necessary to do it with a frenrighteousness?
zy that doesn't seem to ever bring
"Love one another as I have
much true happiness.
loved you.'' (John 15:12) Sinner
The Bible states that P~rks does your Christ love you
holl!osexuality is against the will of wrth the same depth of compassion
and understanding which you have
shown for your brothers including
homosexuals?
"I assure you as often as you
have fed, comforted and loved one
of my least brothers, you have
done it for me." (Matthew 25:40)
Sinner Parks do you realize that
plaza. Remember to vote.

Anyone interested in participating hi Fiestas rood

1815RomaNE
Mpre Info. 277-4731

H. Bruce Bowman

Anyone who has faithfully
studied the Bible will know that, far
from being a mind substitute, it is a
thought provoking book that can
help open doors to one's mind and
~xist~nce that can hardly be
rmagmed by a non-believer. With it
many thousands of people have
been lifted from a state of little
more than a biological existence
~lone to one of. light, understanding, and thought.

the ASlJNM electlon will be on Apr. 13 from 9·5
at_ the SUB South- Ballroom, La Posada, Ferris
Engine.cring plaza, Davis' lawn, Geology/Biology

Applications for Summer '77
available at NCHO Chicano
Studies

finite experience that must be experienced to appreciate.
One last thought .... many people
find it necessary to quote great
"authorities" to counter the Bible.
Aren't they too using a book as a
substitute for thinking?
Such
foolish accusations can fall either
way.
Happy Easter to alii

our creator, as well as fornication,
adultery, lying, stealing, cheating,
killing, evil speaking of others,
drunkeness and profanity.lts
greater emphasis is that there is
forgiveness and light .and joy in forsaking these things.
An unenlightened mind may see
such things as being limited and
narrow, but the freedom and
fulfillment of knowing God is an in-

booths or art displays plea5C contact Stephanie
HerreraorGrangerWardbyApr.IJ,at277·l020or

883·7088.
Poll workers needed for tbe ASUNM general elec.
tion on Apr, 13. It interested .;:a11277·5S28.
A Chinese studits prOgram Including culture~

language and art historY (at the National Palac~
M~seum) is pffered at SOochow University, Taipei,
Ta1wan, July I~August31 1 1977, All coUrses are at the

undergraduate level with credits transferable to mosl
U.~. colleges. For details- COritact L;ini:Ci: Browilig
277-4461.
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you are condemning your brothers?
Therefore are you not also
castigating and condemning your
Christ, your God, your Savior?
"I did not come to condemn the
world, but to save it." (John 12:47)
Sinner Parks, do you suppose that
your Christ would please save the
world from those of his followers
who condemn it? Those who sow
the seeds of suspicion, intolerance
and hate-all in the name of their
God. A God whose gospel-the
good news-urgest trust, tolerance
and love. Sinner Parks, please pray
that your Go'd save the world from
the self-righteous.

(Chick Corea will appear in the Civic Auditorium
with Return to Forever and Stanley Clarke Tuesday
night.)
·
"In 1971, an incredible change occurred in my life,
directly stemming from some initial studying I did of
the works of L. Ron Hubbard, the founder of
S~ientology," says Chick Corea, founder and the
guiding force of the group, Return To Forever.
"The result was a seemingly new-found, but actually, old and hidden goal I had for a long time; to
create and communicate the music I love to create and
communicate it to all kinds of people. So I pulled up
·my confront, took with me all I had learned from the
great musicians whose music I had studied and played,
composed some pretty melodies, found people I loved
to play with, and put the first edition of Return To
Forever together."
Chick Corea was born into music in Chelsea, Mass.,
where he grew up listening to the Dixieland sound of
his father's band, and he served his apprenticeship in
such traditional orchestras. as those .of Billy May and
Warren Covington.
Before his talents were noticed by Miles Davis, who
has a reputation for showcasing the very best young
musicians, he made his initial performing impact as a
sideman in Mongo SantaJ;llaria's Latin-flavored band.
He also worked with such notables as I:Ierbie Mann,
and still later with Blue Mitchell, Stan Getz, Willie
Bobo, and Elvin Jones.
The teaming of Chick with Miles led to a blending
of excitingly new and bold ideas that created totally
unique sounds, many of which can be heard on "In A
Silent Way," "Bitches Brew," and "Miles Live At
The Fillmore." In fact he
the electric

piano while he was with Miles. He says that one day
Miles just sort of threw it in front of him and said,
"play that."
He had spent two years with Miles when he decided
to form his own musical ensemble, Circle, which
featured Anthony Bracton on reeds, Barry Altschul on
drums, and David Holland on bass. Even though the
grO\IPS had a short life, it won widespread critical
acclaim, and is fondly recalled to this day among jazz
avantgarde enthusiasts.
Chick Corea truly came into his own as an artist,
however, when he, along with Stanley Clarke formed
Return To Forever, for it, as a group, extends beyond
the boundaries of any musical category. Their music
contains elements of rock, jazz, latin, and classical
music, but has no exact classification, therefore
eluding even the most dogmatic critics. Their sound
was once described as "a timeless journey through
psychic vistas of past, present and future."
Chick feels that ''the artist has a very important and
a very great responsibility" for his art can be used "to
promote false or bad things or a low way of living, and
if he gets enough agreement of it conditions will get
worse. But the beauty of it is that the artisi can
conceive of the most beautiful things, the most loving
and free-flowing way of living, the most wondrous
not-yet-created universes, and he can begin to live this
and create his art form and communicate it with these
things in mind. And if he pays attention to all the
aspects involved, and develops his ability to communicate it well, wonderful things can and will
happen, and conditions around us· will improve and
our environment will become safer and more
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By Cameron Crowe
"W.ho needs truth if it's dull. "-Unemployed L.A. fimmaker Phil
Savemck
"Leo Kottke was born in Athens, Georgia on the morning of Saptember
11, 1897. Beyond that. poi.nt, his history is ~mclear... "-Leo Kottke
He has a sleepy th•rty1sh look about h1m. He speaks in a low mumble
an? wears the rumpled look of a Minneapolis family man. But he plays
gmtar, b~th 6 and 12-string, with the brillia"ce of a virtuoso's virtuoso.
And that 1s exactly what Leo Kottke is.
What follows is, hopefully, a useful alternative to the basic biographical
run-down, .. a short visit with the rarely-interviewed Kottke:
W~y after f?ur yea~s and six albums with Capitol, have you signed up as
the!1rst Amencan art1st on Chrysalis?
"Well, the Ca~itol contra~t r~n out with Chewing Pine, my last album.
That had somethmg to do with 1t. The reason we went with Chrysalis was
that the label feels like the way I like to do things, It's small, and when you
talk to. someone, they're di:ectly responsible for whatever they're
responsible for ... rather than bemg part of a massive corporation. I like to
have an idea and hand it to someone else to disseminate without it getting
altered. Plus, I like being on a label with the records I admire."
In the past, how involved have you been with your own career?
. "I'ye ~ended to b.e real involved. Not because of Capitol, but because I
JUSt d1dn t feel conf1d.ent enough to stick my two cents in. Or I just wasn't
energetic enough to be involved in the things that make a difference. Pvc
decided I want to know what's going on. I'm not ill at ease or the rube I
tend to feel. Maybe because I've been around for a while now. I feel
comfortable."
What kind ofplans do you have for your next album?
,"I'm gonna do all my writing before I go into the studio for once. I
thmk I've overlooked something by not doing it. Ten years ago I got in the
habit of writing a tune and instead of recording it in some wa; or another
I'd just go play it somewhere. But I was in Hawaii recently, making a tap~
for Jack Nitzche, who's gonna work with me on the album and it struck me
how worthwhile it can be. Practice tapes really help make a solid finished
effort. Another change I'm gonna make is I'm gonna sing for a while. Not
on record. This time everything's coming out instrumental, so it's probably
better I don't interfere. But I still want to do an all-vocal album. Doing a
little bit of this and a little bit of that dilutes the concept a bit. I want to
treat the albums as a cut now, I with I'd realized that before.''
Has it been difficult for you to perform on the same bill as rock acts?
"Listen, I found it was a great way to meet a lot of the people I admired.
John McLaughlin ... Procol Harum. I never really had a bad experience... well, maybe one. I once played a pretty shaky show with Billy
Preston in upstate New York. But otherwise, it's been great. When I got
around to meeting other guitarists that I admired and finding out that
some of them liked what I did, it was a boost. It came off the wall for me.
I'm usually right up against myself, unless I'm playing. Then I get a little
outside myself. Performing's good therapy for me."
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Cathy Sierra

Citlzeru Unaware of Nuclear Threats will be
holding elections ior officers on Fri. All interested
students may enter. Call Robert at242-8187.
SO LAS p·resents AM Esta el De/aile, starring Can·
tinnas, in tbc SUB Theatre on Apr. 12 on 7:30 and
9:30.$1 at the door.
The Harvey LectUre Series-and the department of
anthropology are sponsoring Dr. David H.P.
Maybury-Lewis, a professOr Q( anthropology from
Harvard. Free Public Lecture Tues., Apr. 12, Biology
Bldg., rm. 100,8 p.m.

Dr. David Kauffman 1 Shell Research & DevclOf)·

mcnt Co., will speak on "chemical Engineering

...

Problem~ Related to Production of Very Higll
Pressure Sour Oas," Apr. U, at 2:30p.m. in the
Farris Engineering Ccntet, rm. 303.
-·-~-------,_.....,,
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Acapulco Restaurant
M. eXIcan
•
F 00 d - .
Spec1ailzmg In Burntos 1
•

.

'.What True Art Con Do'

Tnlk with Kottke

•

•

•

.

•

Open 7 Days !lam - Spm

Complete Mexican Dinners

I
1.

1

1·
Call Ahead For Carry Out Service
1415_Central
NE 242-0921
..I..-..-._c_, _ _ .._......._.._._
_ _ ,_ Ave.
_ ~~...._,_,_,,~,.._,,~

l.P. GOOOBUY
3(01 CENTRA!., N.E.
ACROSS FROM fAT HUMPHREY'S

Eastbank Center
{Eubank and tandelaria
next to DairY Queen)
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ASU Succumbs To Lobos
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By David Belling

J

"This is unreal."
,
That is what UNM pitcher Rob
i Hoover, the winning pitcher in the
first game of Saturday's sweep of a
doubleheader with the defending
Western Athletic Conference

champ, Arizona State Sun Devils
said after his victory,
Hoover's statement also summed
up the outcome of Saturday's
doubleheader. The Lobos are now
in second place in the WAC
Southern Division. Going into
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Grand Prize- Studio recording time and your own
private record pressing of 500
records.
2nd Prize- $50 gift certificate for. Maxell
recording tape in your choice of
format and type
3rd Prizes- Two pairs of Koss K/145 Stereoh
P ones
To enter -the Talent Search, just drop by Sound
Ideas for full details and an entry blank. We'll
also need a tape of you or your group when you
enter. No-purchase necessary.
We also have very special Sound Celebration
prices on
..._.._.._. . .~.
We SOl!1d better.
Sugg.
Sale
Retail
Price
Marantz 4G Speaker
$60
$41
Marantz 6G Speaker
140
99
Marantz 7G Speaker
200
129
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To help you share in the celebration, even if you
don't perform musically we'd like to give you
something, so we're having a
·- ~~~·· ~~ ~~~M~~

niii

~fift~

~~!

Grand Prize- A Nikko 5055 AM/FM Stereo
receiver ($299.95 value)
2nd Prize - $50 g1"ft certi fi cate f or MaxeII
recording tape in your choice of
format and type
3rd Prizes- Two Shure M91ED Phonograph
Cartridges
To enter the Sound Celebration Drawing, just
drop by Sound Ideas and sign-up--no purchase
necessary.
-::---:-~':""-:--------

Another Sound Celebration ·special is a speciallypriced Band System for around $1200 • ask
Stewartfor details!
The deadline for Talent Search entries
fs Tuesday, April19, 1977, 6: pm.
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Miler Boit Highlights Lobo Invite
By Peter Madrid
Saturday night at the Lobo
Invitational, the record fell in the
feature race of the night, the mile
run, and no one could have done it
better than Mike Boit.

t""

0

The ex-Eastern New Mexico
runner ran the mile in a time 4:04.2,
bettering the stadium record set by
Paul Cummings of Brigham Young
University in 1974 with a time
4:04.6.

0"

0

..,>-

'0

:::.:

Boit's performance wasn't the
only event that stood O\lt Saturday
night, the Lobo track team captured four events during the
evening at University Stadium.

first time in history. UNM's
Hoover came out on top of a
pitcher's duel in the first game to
post a 2-1 victory. In the second
game outfielders Steve Muccio,
Aaron Cain and John Cifelli
supplied the offensive power as
UNM won 4-2.
ASU which came into the game
with a .337 team batting average
was limited to only 16 hits ·in the
series. The Sun Devils had been
averaging a home run a game but
the longest hits they could manage
in the series were four doubles.
ASU took a 1-0 lead in the
second when Bob Horner scored on
a infield out by third baseman
_Lobo pitcher Jack Hollis gave up one earned run in 8% inJamie Allen. ·
The Sun Devils picked up two nmgs as he got the victory in the second game of Saturday's
more runs in the third. Bruce doubleheader with Arizona State.
Barber ·walked Horner and Chris
And on that note ASU lost its first
Banda singled. Horner scored on a
-0dilv toiJ<>
-- game of the season.
ground out by Chris Nyman. Allen
Hoover, 5-2, got the victory and
then doubled in Banda.
Hunter got a save. Last year
In the fifth inning ASU knocked
Hoover was the only Lobo pitcher
Barber out of the game as they
tobeatASU.
scored one run. Jack Wilson took
After the game Hoover said, "I·
over the pitching chores for UNM at the plate on that play when he can rest easy now. Nobody will
and shutout ASU on no hits over tried to score when Peters had think it's a freak (beating ASU last
the last four and two-third innings· trouble fielding the ball.
year.)" He said, "Really this is the
but UNM wh~ only able to score
ASU had a chance to tie the game first game I had all my stuff
one run, w tch wasn't enough to in the seventh, the final inning of working for me. I kept them off
catch the Sun Devils.
the game, but lost it because of bad stride." Hoover said his fastball
The Lobos got their only run in baserunning. Banda led off with a and curve were working well.
the eighth inning when Muccio single and Brandt Humphry came
tripled and scored on a single by in to run for him. UNM Head Hoover who pitched a no hitter
going for four and two-thirds
Mike Delmonico.
Baseball Coach Vince Capelli took innings said, "I didn't care about
Barber, now 5-1, took the loss Hoover out and brought in Hunter the no hitter. I just wanted to beat
while A~U pitcher Larry Eiler to pitch.
them."
upped his record to 6-0.
Hunter struck out Allen but
In the second game Saturday the
In the first game of the walked Hubie Brooks. Then came Lobos got off to a good start as
doubl eheader Hoover and Mike the play that cost ASU a tie or Cain doubled into the leftfield
Hunter stopped ASU on only four maybe a victory. Nyman lined a corner, went to thll:d on a wild pitch
hits as the Sun Devils were only able double over center fielder Cain's and he scored on an infield single
to score in the sixth when Rick head. Between third and home by Muccio. This gave the Lobos a
Peters scored on a sacrifice fly by Humphry tripped and went down. 1-0 lead.
first baseman Dave Hudgens.
Brooks who was right behind
In the third Cifelli made a diving
The Lobos took the lead in the Humphry was forced to stop· and catch a sinking liner by short stop
secon d wh en filrst b aseman Randy wait for Humphry to get up. While Mike Henderson to save a run. In
Rima singled, stole second and Humphry was getting up ASU third the bottom of the inning the Lobos
· 1e by catcher Bob base 'Coach Jim Brock pushed
scored on a smg
added two runs on three hits. Cifelli
Bartell. They added another the Humphry. Humphry went on to try and Cain singled. Both scored when
third when Cain singled and ~cored to score, but was tagged out by Muccio tripled into the gap in left
t
K'I1e B arte ll at t he plate. Brooks ap- center.
on a double by shor tsop
· The Sun Devils scored an
pMently but
sewed
Humphry
it wasright
not to be. The unearned run off of UNM pitcher
umpire called Humphry out Jack Hollis in the fourtli inning.
because he was aided by the coach. But after the run scored Hollis went
The umpire also called Brooks out on to retire 14 straight batters.
because by attempting to score
The Lobos took a 4-1 lead inthe
Humphry had interfered with seventh as Cifelli singled, stole
(Continued on page 9)
Bartell's chance to
out Brooks.

In the triple jump, Lobo hopskip-and-jumper Bob Wagnor
captured the event with a leap of
48-5 Yz. In the other field event the
Lobos captured, Michael Bernhardt
won the long jump with an effort of
23-10Yz.
In the 800-meter run, freshman
great Sammy Kipkurgat blazed to a
first-place finish with a time of
1:48.3. Teammate Mark Romero
was second with a time of 1:50.6.
The second freshman for UNM
Coach Bill Silverberg to capture a
first place was Peter Butler in the
two-mile run. Butler's time was
9:11.8. In third place was freshman
David Segura, with a clocking of
9:32.0.
Bait's record breaking mile was
highlighted by two other stadium
records being broken. In the field
events, Larry Jesse of the Pacific
Coast Track Club and Tom Woods
of the Maccaibiah Track Club
broke records in the pole vault and
high jump respectively.

Sports

ACNE SCARS, PITS
UNM pole vaulter Mike Hosford clears the bar at 17 feet.

{Continued from page 8)

second and came home on a
Rutledge single.
With one out in the ninth inning
Banda singled and Hollis walked
Nyman. Wilson came on to pitch
for the Lobos. Bandoscored on a
double by Allen but Allen was
tagged out by Lobo second
baseman Art DeLao when he
rounded second too far. Wilson
then retired Brooks on fly to center
to end the game.
Cifelli had three hits and two
runs scored, Muccio had two hits
and three RBI's and Cain had two
hits and two runs scored to lead the
Lobo offense.
Hollis picked up his fifth victory
of the year against only one los~.
Wilson got the save.

IJNM 440-relay squad in a time of
39.9.
In the 400-meter dash, gold
medalist Maxie Parks breezed to a
first-place win in a time of 45.5. In
the 100-meter dash Gilkes won in a
Woods, another NCAA champ, time of 10.0. In the 200-meter run,
'flopped' his way to a new record Gilbreath captured the event in a
with a jump of 7-2%. Ingemar time of 20.8.
Nyman of UNM held the old record
In the other men's event of the
of7-1 whichhesetin 1972.
night, Albuquerque distance runner
In the mile relay, the Maccaibiah Jesse Casten ada won the mile walk
team of Wahdell Gilbreath, James in a grueling time of 7:03.6. The
Gilkes, Albert Shorts and Bennie attendance of the First Annual
Brown edged the Lobos in a time of Lobo Invitational was 1342.
3:10.0. The same relay team that
The Lobos again have a week to
beat the Lobos in the mile relay train before they host Texas Tech
later on in the evening defeated the and Colorado in a triangular meet.

b~ind

Hollis said, "They were hitting
what I wanted them to hit the whole
game." Hollis said his fastball and
curve were working well.
Capelli said, "When the chips
were down, they played ball. This
isn't like the New Mexico of the last
10 years. They're going to know
we're here.''
In the WAC UNM is 2-1 while
ASU is 1-2. Overall UNM is 27-10
and ASU is 31-10.
The Lobos will return to action
Tuesday and Wednesdsay night
when they play exhibition games
against the Albuquerque Dukes.
Both games will start at 7:30 and
both will by played in the
Albuquerque Sports Stadium.
Admission will be $1 for students.
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ROTHKO

SAVE s4oo on 2nd Pair

DEGAS

•

VERMEER

lobo

shop
.-

2.50

2.75

SANDWICHES
-HOT-

1.1&
1.

I
l

Show Times

2:00
3:30
5:00

Sousot~•

2, MNtBoll
3. Egg Plant Pannntn·

1

6:30
8:00
9:30

I
\

-COLD-

~MdfCMOss
M~T:.

,

Capocallo--,
Proscultio

Turh:8Y

BolognMI

DlaboiS..g'-1
andM..tBaH ~o,.,._,, 1.80
1----~-------f CHEESE:
·Frank tn St-'n ....... , •.. ;15

BHtl•

JUlian Chef Salad~, ••••• 2..2&

SIDEOISHES
Mlnatrone Soup ,, •• ~, ••

\

Liverwurst'

Mozzarella
American
SwiSs
Provolone
Pepper
OIJrniShlll/llncluded

W• Will Hut Any &mdwich

'·

'

,;s

Super FrAftC.h Frr. ••• , ~ • • A6
Picklt •• , , • ·~·"'., •• ~< . . . .16

Onlcm fi:Jngs •• ~, , • , • , , •,, .46
Ve;etartltn Antlputlii

Sslltd ............ H

•

~

• •

.150

WYETH

BEVERAGES

HOMER

Cok•l Sprtt., Mr. Pib, Iced
TM·, Oran,_, Drink; lAmortade

MIRO

sm-41' iiiJOci-:;J lt~AI ..

Sponsored By: U. C.

--·...
Pe~~·nl

SPAOHETTt

Location: Ballroom (Sub)
Date: Aprilll through 15
Time: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Ham

o.no.~ttaml

l'oppon

{Hot Dog St•mlld frl
S.U.rft:tacu c' R•n.Jt

,.·,.

~Ham

IICMtfl.eef

Oainl#hlnclud~:

CEZANNE

1:111

C'ooltlOCIIalaml

5. Steak ltlllllno

MONET

.

ChD/<»M2M;o04 ""~. ·

•· Poppor. .nd E;o

CO ROT

men 1 s

I

Meatball, Sausuge, Egg
Plnnt Parmesan, Coke &
Super !=rles

RENOIR
REMINGTON

)

Ham, Proscuitto, Capocollo,
Salami, Provolono,
Mouarella, Coke &
Super Fries

.ONion•

PICASSO

I

/12
FATSO NUMERO DUE

Mol:zllt'ff/6

DALI

I,
·~

2120 Central S.E. 243-6954

#1
FATSO NUMERO UNO

ESCHER

KLEE

.,

293-2488.

VAN GOGH

ROUSSEAU

MIX' EM

Dr. S. David Babington
announces the removal of
his practice of Optometry
from Lovelace Clinic to
1631 Eubank N E · Suite B
effective April 1. Telephone

(Come and Visit Mon. or Tues.!)

~ I' I

I

OLDTOWN

Opens. Wednesday

FINE ART REPRODUCTIONS
TOULOUSE-LAUTREC

Makero of Haftd Made
Indian Jewelry

BoX 1214 Hollywood, Fla. 33022.

Exhibition and Sale of

,o·.

· Wllr•gon

HERBS FOR YOUTH

UMITED OFFER

SAVE saoo on 1st Pair

Covered

FRENCH HERBAL HOME SKIN
PLANING TREATMENT
WrJtet

Jesse, a former NCAA champ in
the pole vault, cleared the bar at 176. The stadium record, previous to
Jesse's attempt, was 17-1 set in 1973
by Jim Speer of Colorado.

ASU Drops 2 of 3

m
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theseason
.
But Saturday
night was a different story. Saturday belonged to
the Lobos as they swept a
doubleheader from ASU for the

.l

......

II .

Saturday's game ASU had beaten
the Lobos 33 out of the last 34
games between the two teams.
The Lobos won two out of three
games in ,the series with ASU over
the weekend in the Albuquerque
Sports Stadium.
In the opener Friday night, ASU
lived up to its reputation as they
knocked off the Lobos 4-1 before a
crowd of 2631, UNM's largest of
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WRITE FOR FILMS
AND TELEVISION!

the fiCOustlcs," Chavez said.
Moore said PEC hadn't decided if tl!t.!. Subway:
Station would be open this summer. Since it i's studentoriented, there might not be enough suppol;f. puring
the ~ummer to mall:e it worthwhile, h() said... ,.
The Subway Statiofl, which was started iJ;t,l;~bruary
. provides ~ntertainm~nt from 7:30 P·~· t<:q2:3Qa.m.
e.wh. Fric!jly anp Saturd;ty lli!lht: Q<;lsJ'is.ll'.$9J<ir nonstudents and ..SO for any studen~ Wit~ ~n f, ~ gJiest
a¢~ompani~d by a stj!<lent is p!sq ~t.ttW for 50
.C'J:i:its.
·
The Subway Station cannot serve ·.alcoholic
beverages becauSl! of present s~ate !.ftws •. Ho.w.ever, a
· snack bar with deli~san.dwiches and <;a.llbdn~i,~.H.rinks
is provided bythe NewMexlco. Stuc.lenleJJ!!,ipi};.: · ·
Chavez said the S!ll!way Statibn proyid.~~ a(relaxed,
club:like atmosphere. "The atmospberll i~.;n,ot of a
ballroom or school darice; its .as close fo: Ned's as
someone 19 is legally g~ing to ge(.
·.. ,::
"The first two hours of the evening we.:have easy
listening type misjc ~ue:l:t as a jazz &I:~uP. '§i'' a folk
guitarist. After 9:3.tl•ttti:; dane~ .set#~(:fJth such
)lands ~ !a$!Ilin~, 1):;,cy~ller; CJ~diil~q'_Biilf~;?',ozobra
and Spmmng Wheel," Clfavez srud. · •. ,.· •>~.,.

Clnssifieds

W;

One out of five informants do
not accept rewards. Crime Stoppers
has paid out $5800 but, MacAieese
said, informants could have been
rewarded more than $9000, on the
basis of their information, if they
had chosen to accept it. The
allocation of rewards is decided by
an IS-member citizens' board.
The major element in the success
of Crime Stoppers is anonymity,
said MacA!eese.
"Police work thrives on in-

CONTACTS?7 CASEY OPTICAL~Company, 2558736. tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I.D. photos. Lowest
prices in tpwp., Fast, pleasing. Call26S-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
A LIMITED number of back issues of the LOBO are
· available for 10 cents a copy In room 131, Marron
. Hal!. TFN
ENGINEERING JUNIORS .INTERESTED in$500 a
month during their senior year call Gene Henderson
at 766-2.335 or write Navy Nuclear Power Programs
Officer, P.O. BoK 8667, Albuquerque, New Mexico

:''J .; ·

87108, 4/21
FLYING TO SAN FRANCISCO around April 15th?
Are you willing to accompany 2 well-behaved
children, aged 4 and 57 If so, please e;all 843-6071
evenings, ask for Jeremy or Maria. 4/11
ALCOHOL STUDY Students 21 and over only.
Obtain questionnaire in Psychology 182, 4/ll
SOUND IDEAS AND NIKKO want to make you a
starl Watch the Lobo for details. 4/11
NEWS FLASH KAPPAS _have the edge on Derby
Days. 4/12
ROGER DAVE HUNTER We love you thank
youWWW-TheKAPPAS 4/12
UNM CIRCLE K MEETING; Monday, April 11,
SUB 231A, 7:30p.m. Everyone Is invited. 4/11
CHRrSTIAN REVIVAL with Tim Bagwell: 7:00
p.m., 'April 10th-17th, Calvary Assembly of God
Cburch, 2520 Chama N.E, One block east
Coronado. 4/11
COURSE DESCRIPTION BOOKLETS are avall11ble
in History Department, Mesa Vista Hall. 4/15
IF YOU HAVE two academic years remaining at
-uNM (graduate or undergraduate) and are charti11g
your future, why not get SJOO.OO areal payoff is an
Air Force commission and a grea~ way of life. Inquire
now at the Department of Aerospace Studies, 1901
Las Lomas, 277-4502. 4/15
INCH-SALE! Used paperbacks 70 cents an Inch at
the UNM Bookstore Sale! 4/15
UNM BOOKSTORE annual discount reeord sale,
from$1.98 1 on sale now! 4/IS
T-SHIRTS, STATIONERY, STORE-WIDE surprises on sate at UNM Bookstore-don't miss our gift

formation. We cannot live without J'ptmant who hai,l l)alle\1•;_Crime

Now, ask yourself if yqt.i;;"Yllnt to take this risk with your body.
(

....

"
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There:isno
ooa: tampax tampon

<.)c.

',·

tampon package. A deodorant, or cover-up
scent, which may cause allergic reactions or be
harmful to delicate tissues is unnecessary. When
a tampon is in use, embarrassing odor does not
form. So why take chances with something that
isnt needed?
What's more, the Tampax tampon containerapplicator .,-like the tampon- is flushable and
biodegradable. It's as safe to dispose of as a few
sheets of facial tissue. You cant say this about
plastic applicators. And unlike sotne other
tampons, Tampax tampons expand in all three
directions-length, breadth and width-to adjust
to your inner contours so that the chance of
leakage or bypass is minimai.

yOTE RICK ANAYA /120, Student Sena~e.

4/13

Lost & Found
LOST: MEN'S BILLFOLD, Johr~son Oym area.
Contains 3 important licenses, Please drop jn
mail. 4/12
'
$250.00 REWARD for return of watch and ring. Lost
· in Johnson Oym, April 4. 255-8567. No questions
asked. 4/12
PLEASE: WHOEVER TOOK or found an orange
Camptrails Daypack in the Bookstore, Monday,
please rclUrn
notes to room 131. Marron H:dt. No
return
orange back-pack.
stolen from bookstore, April 6th. No questions

asked. Call243·3682, 4/13
FOUND: RING OF KEYS in parking lot cast of
Popejoy, 4/6/77. Identify & claim. rm. 131 1 Marron
Hall. 4/13
WATCH: FOUND in P.E. locker, Johruon Gym •.
Descrlbe &. claim; ca11898-5855. 4/13
FOUND: RING OF KEYS near Johnson Gym,
417177, Identify & claim, rm. 131 1 Marron

Hall. 4/14
FOUND: KEY in Journalism Bldg. Describe& claim,

.~

'

..

rm.216, Journalism. 4/15
REWARD: RETURN of brown purse lost April7, in
Geology 101 • ..-No questions asked. 842-6404. after 6
p.m. 4/11

STEREO DEPARTMENT closing out. Alll977 new
stereo equipment: Kenwood, Pioneer, Srmsui;
receivers, 8-tracks, cassettes, C.B,'s, etc.: 401llo to
500fo orr. while they last. 255-7534. 4/11
IN TIME FOR EASTER: purebred Airedale puppies,
A.KC registcred-S125.00. Excellent w/children,
watchdogs, Call Mrs. Murphy; 277-6165, oflic~; 25~
723 aathome. 4/13
COMPLETE RACQUETBALL EQUIPMENT at
discount prices. The Bike Shop, new location, 811
YaleS.E, Call842-9100. 4/11
FENDER STRAT.: perfect condition, $275.00 cash,
_
.
877 0642 4111

; . -~

6872. 4/14
BICYCLES; BERTIN BlCYCL.ES. guaranteed 21bs,
lighter weight. R.C. Hallett's. 843-9378, tfn
1970 VW SQUAREBACK, 60,000 miles. Big enough
to sleep in. Good 5hppe, .242·9455. 411.5'
nJRNTABLE, DUAL 1215 S: semi-automatic; ~nil
skating, pitch &: cue controls, Bxcellerlt condition.

842.()32$. 4/15
1968 YAMAHA: )7Scc, S200.00. Cnll24J.4426,"6·9
p.m. 4115
1967 FORD FAlRLANE OJ body, good oondh1on, 4~
speed tram:;. $1.50.00, will bargain. Call Wiley, 2773969. 4/15
YAMAHA CLASSICAL GUITAR. Excellent
condition-like new. $90.00, Bob, 265-9282, 4/15

INCREDIBLE, and only I block from UNM. Large
!-bedroom apnrunent; dlsllwasher, disposal, &
carl_l:ted. Puol & billiard room. Utilities pald,
monthly leilse & large enough for two. $220.00. Four
Seasons, 266-0011, 4/11
FURNISHED STUDIO APT., $15.00/mo. Also
unfurnished 1 bedroom, S51S.OO/mo. All utilities
paid. 613 2nd S,W. Cnl1869-3668 weekends & after 5
p.m. weekdays. 4/11

$79,95, ~4~/2~9~----------..,-::.:..::::.:::.....::..:::__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MED!CAL STUDENTNEilDSHOUSEMATE(S) IO
share small3br, house near BCMC. 266-7310. 4/14

TDDAY'S CRDSSIDID PUZZLI

HOUSE FOR RENT to UNM faculty. New 4 bdr.,
carpeted, in choice N.E. Hci~hts. Beautiful view.
near schools & shopping center. S395i{)()/mo, 296·

eight
UNITED Feature Syndicate
52 A Davis
1 Ill. cltv
54Rusalan
4 "Stop Itt"
news
9 Stay
agency
1 4 Word of
58 Golfer's
endearment
prop
Friday's Puzzle Solved:
15 Appendix
60 Mimic
16 Vladimir
61 Necessity to
mch
move
Ulyanov
swiftly
17 Cut through 62 One that is
19 Located
Inferior:
20 Doland
suffix
dash man 64 Embellished
21 Persian
66 Removed
native
from the
22 After noon
pod
23 NHL or WHA 67 Mass of
players
metal
68 A Gabor
24 Televised
69 Antiquated
again
70 Seethes
26 Reunion
attendee
71 Legislator:
29 Compass
Abbr.
point
31 Old name
DOWN
40 Unusual
for Tokyo
1 Monkey's 12 Machine
person: 2
32 Vaccines
relative:
tool
words
33 Pressed
Informal
13 Outcome
42 Lariats: Var.
36 Fate
2 Distinction 18 Jewish
45 Unrestrained
38 VIolation
3 Opening
ascetic
48 Genuflects
39 Greek
words
24 Converts
53 Mingle
goddess
4 Temporary
into cash
55 Combustion
41 Expressed
keeping
25 Lunch-time
residue
disgust
5 Naval
27 Zodiac sign
43 Time before
officer:
28 Glnger56 Actor----44 Listen to
Abbr. !'9
peachy
McQueen
attentively
6 Administer 30 ---57 Kind of auto
46 Stylish.
extreme
Thomas:
59 Boy's name
47 Be sullenly
unction
Amer.
61 Bumps
withdrawn
7 Gained
clockmaker
49 F.
8 Arch curve 33 I.e., spelled
62 Egyptian
Buchman's 9 In the same
out
cobra
34 Entertainment 63 Sidereal
gp.
manner
50 Set of
10 Human
form
hour angle:·
memorabilia
35 Egg dishes
Abbr•.
51 Suffix with 11 Concerns 37 Time of day
651mmed!ately
ACROSS

•

There wUl be a mtcting oft he UNM Circle K club.
Mon., Apr, II, at 7:30p.m., in rm, 231A SUU, All
Interested }lersons nrc invited.

New Me~ico PIRG Lalid/Tennnt hnndbpok$ nre
availl\blq nt the PIRO tnblc in the SUU or at 101 CQrp
nell S.E.

j

{

t

J
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Dr. Rodney Gay, ~sis1ant professor from the ~
University of Te~s·Auslln, wn! lipcak on "11u:rp ~
malhydro.ulic Areas in Nuclear Safety Research," .!'
Tues., Apr, 12, 2:30 p,m. 1 In the Chcmlclll ,.
Engineering Building, rm. 107.
\
A lecture on the new admlnlnration of Mexiean
President Lapel. Portlllo will be given al 8 p.m. In the
UNM International Center, IBOS Las ~omns Rd.,
Apr, II,
An informal discourse on the 11 Ae5thclics and
Psychology of Space" will be presented Apr. II, at
4:30 p.m, 1 in tire upstairs studtQ of the UNM School
of Architcetur~ and Planning, at the corner Qf Celt•
Lrnl nnd Stanford.
Angillque Aceredp the Star Trek mlnstrel will be
singing and playing on Mon, from 12 to 3, around the
mall,the SUB, and the Duck Pond.

1911, 4/19
FEMALE WANTED to share large home ln Heights
area. Cal\292-3947. 4/12
ROTO TILLER: half/full day rates. Call 277~

SS!S. 4/13
ROOMMATE WANTED: share 2-bedroom, 1!-1
bath, mobile home. Washery 1 dryer, pool. $105.00,

:rsigma
0 Theta
--Sorority---

Car Wash

Bobb!, 345-9123, 265·9555. 4/15

Employment

and

WORK FOR a beuer world. Apply to the Peac~
Corps, Cal1277-5907 after 3:30P.M. 4/29
NEED 5 PEOPLE PART·TIME: $400.00 per month,
CallBSI-458.5, tp.m.-3p.m. only. 4/12
YWCA SUMMER DAY CAMP needs camp
counselors, both mCil & women. Must enjoy working
with children & being in the outdoors. Also need
specialists in arts & crafts, sports &, games, nature
lore, theatre arts, cnmpcraft. Equ~l opportunity
employer. Diversity of backgrounds is sought. 247-

8841. 4/13
PART·TIMB JOB: sales, flexible hours, good pay.

Possible full-time for summer. Call: Phil Franez.yk,
C.L.U. 292-2830. 4/29

WANTED: 3· or 4-man backpacking tent. 242·

9455. 4/15
VOTE RICK ANAYA N20, Student Senate.

Bake Sale
Saturday
10:00a.m.--2:30p.m.

"Vickers" across
from Furrs on
Central

Car Wash $1.00
proceeds for
Community Service

4/13

Trnvel

U>>C' or c.liJlat"l I .t'h>t''
Fast service, quality and
st 1•le at reasonahll' t1'f.~!

};, t•g

DRIVERS FILE FREEl Share expenses. Call
Inlircontlnental Travel Centre at Ride-line 265-9860,
or296-5288. 4/15
CHARTER FLIGHTS (over 7,000), Eurail passes,
information and rides available at h1lercontlnental
Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd., S.E. Suite L. 255·

6830 or2!J6.S288. 4/15
GO PLACES with the Peace Corps. Call 277-5907

Casey Optical Co ..
(Next door to CrJsf!!lllexal/ Dt·llg) •
.)..o1n~' ut Wa•hinl!ton 25.~:g32!J

after 3:30P.M. 4/29

COPIES

POSTAL

®

INSTANT
PRESS
2818 Central S.E.
265-3435

Enrich your life
Meet today' s challenges
Enroll in Bible

296-8564. 4129

· programs to ·ather.'
· st;atc. LUst J ariuary Gq·v~j'l~0-1\•l<
~·pedab•s Ctime ~.,.;omnus;sJ,

f

t

Student J)ubllcntlons Board will mce~ Mon., Apr •
11, at 7 p.m.f In SUD, room 230-tO interview and
select «Jitor for NM Daily LOBO.

•

LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional -Educators of New Mexico, Inc.. 842~
S200. tfn
BARRY'S ELEcrRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E .• 265-0335, Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar alanns. lOIIJo
discount for stUdents with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV1s for sale, 4/29
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? <;:all Lynn, 266-

-SERVE in the Peace Corpsl Catl277·5907 after 3:30

P.M. 4/29
GARDEN ROTO·TILLING: quality work,
reasonable, Catl873.0257. 4/12
WE CAN RAISE your grades by at least one full
point. Editing, criticism, advice on academic and
creative work. English tutoring. The Hand of
Experience, 266-3679 1 evenings. 4/12

an

an ·e· Xallll-:

pl.e th.llf;1could:be followeif in. ~n•eJ".
· New·~xlco
c?mmun.itles.
·•
;
_- .-;,
.

Summer Class
3361 The Corinthian Letters 6:30·9:30pm Tues, Thurs

Begins June 2nd Ends July 28

Fall Semester

.EXPERT TYP!NO,l.664S67. 4/12
EXPERil!NCEDTYP!ST, 843·6161. 4/13

'

GARDEN ROTOTILLING by UNM student, Group
rates available, Ca11268-JS63. 4/22
SMALL CARS: small shop, small prices. American,
foreign, 2S5-31BO . 205 Stanford Alley, _Phil. 4/J4

Special order service,

The Graduate Student Association is now in a
permanent office, tm. 209 of the SUB. Phone: 277·
3803, Please come by,

•

ASVNM General-election poll workers meedng
will be beld on Mon. 1 Apr. 11 in SUB. All }lOll
workers must be present, Call277-5528,

•

4/11

The New

Lucky's Pizza

$1.00 off any large
or medium Pizza or
Lasagna purchase

Dr. David H,P, Maybury-Lewis, Professor and
Chairman of Anthropology, Harvard University, will
deliver a free public lecture on Tues., Apr. U In
Biology Building rm. 100 at 8 p.m. His topic will be
1 'Anthropological Undemanding.''

1he internal protection more women ttust

NECCHl ZIG-ZAG: deluxe buttonholes, blind
stitches, embroiders without _attachments. $40,00
casb or 5 payments of$8,75. 255-7534. 4/11
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY: brand new color TV, bjg
screen. Assume payments, $7.00 per month. New 10year guarantee. 255-7535, 4/11
DUE TO DIVORCE: Kirby vacuum cleaner. New
warranty. 1977 model. Take over payments of$7 i37 ll
month, 255·7535. 4/11

•

'

s:oo p.m.,

i

TYPING, ED!TlNO. Call Kim; 266-9037, 4/29
PAMOUS QU!V!RA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is Vz blOck from Johnson Gym on Cornell.

MADE ONL.V BVTAMPAX INCORPORATED, PALMER, MASS.

·
FINEST SELECTION of handmade wedding sets.
Charlie Romero, 2945 Wyoming NE. 2936901. 412 9
WATERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central N.E.
Catering to student needs since 1971. lnexpefisive
furniture, Student special; complete wnterbed system,

repqssesscd color TV. Take
over paymenls of S8.75 monthly till balance is paid
orr. 255-7535. 4/11

0760. 4/12

~U:i.uqperqU:e Crim.e
pt<Jgram, presumably '4S

'•

Services

••

asl\ect. :for

...

No wonder Tampax tampons are the #1
choice of millions 'of women around the world.

'

dept.l 4/!S

Pfogram offers legal services for students nnd staff.
Furnished by qualilied law students under faculty
supervision. Availability limited ~o those whose assets
and income do not exceed established guidelines.
$1,00 registration fee, Call ~77-29f3 or 277-3604 for
infonnation and appointments. Sponsored by
Associ_atcd Students ofUNM. 4/11

26 mpg in c[t)'.

TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE. Fcee pickup&
delivery. Free estlpmtes. 883·9360; 881·652S,
eves. 4/22
TYPING~ M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric, on·campus.

.•

Ybu Woht find any warning on the Tampax

••

·can

LEGAL SERVrCES, UNM Law School Clinical

... Crime Stoppers EnliStS''
(Continued rrom page l)

best offer, 883-43.56. 4/13
FOR SALE: 8 week ott! St. B~rnards, pur-ebred,
s~o.oo.
after
877-7764. 4/13
SUMMER SALE: Blouses, $3.SO; T·shirts, $2,00:
s.hort sleeve shlrts. only $3,50: M California Fashion
Outlel, 2318 Central, Qcross from campus. 266-

Ro.tes: 15 cents per word per do.y, one dollo.r minimum. Rdverllsttments run five or more consecutive do.ys with no cho.ngea,
nine cents per word per do.y. (no refunds If co.ncelled before five ln·sertlons). Clo.sslfled o.dvertlsements must be pt\ld In o.dvo.nce.
mo.rron Ho.ll Room 105 or by mo.ll to: Clo.sslfled Advertising, UNm
Box 20, Albuquerque, Mm 87131.

it. I can guarantee you that if we Stoppers.
were unable to protect our in"We were ready to go tojail to
formants, the majority of our sour- protect the persons who gave us the
ces would be turned off. It's ab- information,~· said MacA!eese.
solutely necessary that many inDist. Judge Gerald Fowlie denied
formants
be
allowed
to
remain
the
motion. Fowlie · said in his
• Do not send manuscripts
anonymous," said MacAieese.
ruling that the informant would not
'"For information, write
be able to give testimony that
Last month, the protection of would be relevant and helpful to
SCREEN WRITERS SERVICE
anonymity was challenged. At- the defense of the accused.
torney Louis Stewart Jr. filed a
2064 Alameda Padre Serra
A caller who wishes to remain
motion
in a murder case for the anonymous is assigned a special
Santa Barbara. CA 93103
disclosure of a confidential in- code number which is used in all
subsequent transactions. If a
caller's information leads to the
arrest and indictment of a felony
suspect, the informant's code number is printed in the Tribune and
broadcast on the media. The informant calls MacAieese, repeats
the information originally given
and then collects a reward-when,
where and how the caller stipulates.
MacAleese has delivered the
rewards in some strange places, once in a men's washroom, once at an
abandoned gas station where he
placed a paper bag filled with
$1000. More often, the reward
money has been paid at the place of
business of one of the board members or at the police station.
"Once the informant gets to
know us, they trust us," said
MacAieese. "People walk into the
police department to pick up rewards, a place where they wouldn't
have been caught dead two months
before."
After the first call is made to
MacA!eese, he verifies the information with police files on the
crime. When he determines that the
information is viable, MacAieese
relays the information to the detective on the case. The detective is not
given the identity ot' MacAieese's
informant.
·
MacAleese said that since
Before you buy a deodorant tampon, read the"caution" on the package. It
ception · .of the progr;.!Jli
tells you to discontinue use and consult your physician if irritation develops or if
temberthe·
1500 4!Is,
you. have a history of sensitivity or allergies.
'
report~ ~o the

• Experienced professionals
• Valuable industry contacts
• Editorial and marketing aid

.Please presen'.llhis coupon
4513 Central NE, 256-9953

Greek 1411 Beginning New Testament 9:00·10:30 MWF

Bible 4366 Book Of Revoletloh 11:00·12:00 MWF
Blble 4365 Genor.al E:plstles (J.ames, Poler,John,Jude) 11:00·12:30 TT
Bible 1302 NewTest8ment Surve)l6:30·9:30 pm Tues.

One Dolla.r

s1oo

One Dollar

For All The Pool & Ping Pong
You. Can Play From 3-Bpm At

1·Jiggs Pool Hall I
Ladies Free Wed.
20041/2 Central SE
Behind Perry's, Next To· Harry's

Fee a· 11tv' Pel' Course

Regist~don-At Christian Student Center or at first class meeting

Alternate scheduling available
Eight Reas~ns for Enrolling .
1. To enrich my ilndersl-andlng. of God's word.
2. to strengthen my (alth 11 a Chriltian,
J, To understand my role as a sen>anf of God.
4. To llndetttaud !he value of my J(lul.
5. To oblllin the proper philosoph) of life·,
6. To bait nee my academk devtlopmenl.
7, To use myel~lvei when: they count mOst,
8. To set a good cumplc for other.t to follow.

CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER
ISO GIRARD

NE

•

The ASUNM crafts shop ln the basement of the
SUB offers basic ln$tructlon ln· jewelry, ceramics, and
phoiQJraphy,

I
'

'~·~

/

~ ·, ··~~

;

A.tte'T·Ho·ur Sucof:i,•
·--.·-5t.For N.:tvf. Union~ •·

By Ruth S. lniress
The Subway Station formerly known as the Purple
Room in the basement of the New Mexico Union, is
scheduled to continue its live-band entertainment next
year, said Manager Eloy Chavez.
Wyatt )VIoor~, chairman of the ASUNM Popular
Entertainment Committee, said, "The purpose of the
Subway S~ation is not to mak1! monay but to provide
entertainment for students. T4e profits PEC niakes
f(Om concerts are puf into tM:S\Ibway Station in or~er
to liire poputru: bands.
· ·' ·
"Gropps view play at thi; Subway Station as a
public;ity gig .. We try to keep ""P with the band scene in
o,rder td find groups. that are'j;pod but new, and need
the publicity," Moore said.
Chavez said that approximafely 400 to 500 students
come to the Station each Fri~ay and Saturday night.
"We're fighting the idea that. people don't come back
to the SUB after-class hours·. for entertainment," he
said.
Chavez said that students response to the Subway
Station is much better than PEC had originally
imagined. Because of this they are planning to have
the Slime format next fall. "We may even dQ some
redecorating to give it more personality and improve

~

p.m. 4112
18' HANG-OLlDER: excellent coJldhiQp, $4()(),00 or
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Bookstore
""

-

Aprilll through April 22
•

1/

.

'

Our famous used paperback
by-the-Inch book sale
on I~ 70c on inch

*************************
Select academic paperbacks
·~

59c & 98c

.

************************* .
Beautiful Bargains
A·rt, Croft, Gorden&. Gift Books

*************************
T-Shirts, StationQry, Caps
_ & Surprises
- On sole in our gift oeportment

*************************
Classical & ·Populor

From $1.98

